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Scottoiler FS 365 Corrosion
Protector (1 litre) £8.99

Dainese Four Stroke
Long gloves £200
Tester Matt Wildee
Time used 3000 miles/ten
months
What’s good? Plenty.
These gloves offer as much comfort
and protection as you’ll ever need.
They use padded stainless-steel
armour on the knuckle and back of the
hand, have a single piece of leather on
the palm and have a clever plastic
guard to protect your pinkie. They also
give plenty of feel and have just about
enough venting for the summer. The
cuffs are long enough for decent
coverage and they look great too. I’ve
used them for trackdays, an 800-mile
charge to Germany plus commuting.
They’ve performed very well.
What’s not? Their stiffness means
they need a huge amount of time to
bed in. The 1000 miles it took to make
them comfortable equate to 20 hours
in the saddle. They are small-sized too
– so if you’re usually an L, you’ll need
to buy an XL. And they are also
expensive.
Contact www.nevis.uk.com
Quality +++++
Value +++++

120
Givi MT502
Metro-T Tail Bag
(30 litres) £144

  s test scored the new Carbtune highest, the most accurate multigauge device and the only tool “Recommended”.
Buy direct online or by mail, phone or email.
Quick dispatch. Technical advice and back-up.
Full instructions and guarantee, Nitrile hoses and dampers.
5mm and 6mm adapters to fit virtually any bike.
4-column works on twins, triples and fours.

2-column – £54
4-column – £68
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Tester Maria Vallahis
Time used 1200 miles/six
months
What’s good? This is a
versatile alternative to wearing a
backpack – however, it can easily be
converted into one, thanks to hidden
shoulder straps. What’s more, there
are multiple Velcro fasteners and
rings, which means it can be secured
to my 2017 Yamaha MT-09 in more
than one position. I can also keep
everything neatly organised on the
move thanks to interior
compartments which split into two
sections. The upper section is
separated with a zipped mesh and this
is accessible from outside the bag,
meaning I can get to important items.
What’s not? Although it comes with a
rain cover, it would be a lot easier if it
was completely waterproof. There is
no quick-release system for taking it
off either.
Contact www.givi.co.uk
Quality +++++
Value +++++

Xena XZZ6 £29.99

KOOROOM Disc Evo £8.99

With a 120dB alarm and an ice
spray-proof body and barrel, this
Xena has a 6mm steel locking pin
and a pushdown locking system.
The alarm operates via shock and
movement sensors.

The Disc Evo has a 10mm locking
pin and comes with two keys and a
neat carrying pouch. Made from
hardened steel and weighing 530g,
its slimline dimensions means it
will neatly fit into luggage.

Mammoth
Shackle
£45.99

ABUS Granit
Quick Mini
£112.99

This Thatchamapproved lock has
a hardened steel
lock body and a
double-bearing
lock mechanism.
The 11mm shackle
and body mean it
can double up as
part of a chain and
lock combo.

This Thatchamapproved lock is
the most expensive here but
boasts a sturdy
construction with
hardened steel
and a rubberised
body to help
combat attack by
bike thieves.
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Carb and fuel injection throttle balancer.

www.carbtune.com
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Tester Adam Child
Time used Six months
What’s good?
There’s nothing worse
than watching your bike slowly
being destroyed by winter salt and
grime. It’s painful. However, there is
a solution to help you fight the battle
– Scottoiler’s FS 365. The waterbased corrosion protectant leaves a
protective film on all surfaces of the
bike; including bodywork, the engine
and even downpipes. Use it liberally
after you’ve cleaned your bike and
it helps win the fight against winter
corrosion. I’ve been using FS 365 allwinter on my Yamaha R6 long-term
test bike and it shows. It’s now much
easier to clean and it doesn’t look
like it’s had a hard winter. The bike’s
mechanical parts still look good even
after a quick clean.
What’s not?
It helps stop winter
corrosion, but you still
need to keep your bike
maintained. It will only
slow the process
down and is not a total
cure. Plus you have to
apply it more often
than other rustproofers such as
ACF50.
Contact www.
scottoiler.com
MO
NT
Quality +++++
HS
Value +++++

TODAY

•UK P+P £2
•AIRMAIL EUROPE £3
•AIRMAIL REST OF WORLD £5

All Carbtunes now supplied with Toolpouch and brass adapters.
Visit website for details.
Pay with credit or debit card or cheques/PO payable to:
Morgan Carbtune Ltd, Unit 33N Townsend Enterprise Park,
Townsend Street, Belfast BT13 2ES, UK.

OR GET A QUOTE AT 0330 022 7970

Tel: 028 9023 9007
Email: morgan@carbtune.com

CALLS TO 0330 NUMBERS COST NO MORE THAN A NATIONAL RATE CALL TO AN 01 OR 02 NUMBER
AND WILL COUNT TOWARDS ANY FREE MINUTES YOU MAY HAVE ON YOUR PHONE CONTRACT.

All the
Rider Needs
EUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINE PARTS STOCKIST

SPARES
BY MAIL ORDER Same Day
0117 972 5597 Dispatch!
e: spares@fowlers.co.uk

For BIKE storage - the
most secure and stylish

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR
®

These sheds have a steel structure
with a solid steel security door.
For extra security a deadlock or cover lock may be added.
Other Options include double doors or extra wide door for easy access.
For further information contact us on

01455 213 355 or

www.lifelongsteelsheds.co.uk

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!
GET IT WITH
2000 + PRODUCT LINES
MADE IN ENGLAND
email: sign-designs@hotmail.co.uk
MOB 07445616479 LANDLINE 01623 439739

fowlers.bike/mcnspares

KAWASAKI

PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM - SEALS UP TO 15MM
No distance / speed
restrictions
Non-corrosive - Waterbased - No shelf life
Mechanical not
chemical process
MIRA tested & approved
500 ml bottle protects 1
motorbike - buy online
STOCKISTS of quality products including:
Q MotoPressor Pocket Compressors
Q Exclusive Safety Seal Compact Travel Kit - Puncture Repair 12 plug
system, TUV tested 186mph.

E: enquiry@bikeseal.com
www.bikeseal.com I T: 01278 671900

